NETWORK MASTER AGENT
MARKETING PROGRAM
OVERVIEW
This overview summarizes the principal terms of a proposed Co-Op Marketing Program marketed
by VTG Mobile Inc., through its affiliated company Armed Forces Wireless/Mobile Inc., a
California corporation (the "Company").
The Company was formed to maximize certain opportunities in the telecommunications and
prepaid cellular phone industry. Our vision is to offer Co-Op Marketing and Advertising Program
opportunities that provides risk-adjusted returns in the telecommunications sector. The
company will provide Network Master Agent a My AFMobile.com Marketing website that will
offer VTG’s wireless phone service plans, to include Unlimited, Talk, Text, and Data Plans and
related products and services via a shopping cart that is controlled by VTG and embedded in the
Network Master Agent Co-Op Marketing website.
Opportunity:
Maximum Amount:
Price Per Seat:
Revenue Share:
Term:

Co-Op Marketing Program
$35,000 (10 seats)
$3,500
12% revenue share from activated cellular plans, to include
renewals paid Quarterly (6 months ramp up period)
30 Months

Marketing Program Agreement: The purchases of the seats will be made pursuant to a Marketing
Program Agreement, which shall contain, among other things, appropriate representations,
warranties, and conditions to participating.
The proceeds from the opportunity will be used to finance our social media and marketing
campaigns. The purpose of the Co-Op Marketing and Advertisement Program is to expand the
Armed Forces Wireless/Mobile Cellular Network through our proven methods of marketing.
NETWORK MASTER AGENT
MARKETING PROGRAM
OFFERING SUMMARY
We are growing our subscriber base through the most cost-efficient marketing methods
available. We are currently marketing our product through major social media platforms,
YouTube Channels, print advertising, partnership programs to include our ambassador +
influencer programs, radio, direct mail, and Our Referral Marketing Initiatives.
Marketing Example
Cost to acquire a customer is around $50 per subscriber $35,000 will allow us to acquire 700
subscribers.

Disclaimer Regarding Forecast and Projections: This interim Financial Results includes forecasts, projections and
other predictive statements that represent assumptions and expectations considering currently available
information. These forecasts, etc., are based on industry trends, circumstances involving clients and other factors.
Consequently, no guarantee is presented or implied as to the accuracy of specific forecasts, projections or
predictive statements contained herein.

